SPANISH FOOTBALL LEAGUE IS WON
OVER BY 3D, WITH AG -3DP1
After the successful 3D broadcast of Spanish League football match between FC Barcelona and Real Madrid,
Panasonic and Kronomav confirm the efficiency of combining 3D rigs systems with the new AG-3DP1 camcorder
for the production of live events.

Madrid, 16th May 2012 - Spanish League
football match between FC Barcelona and Real
Madrid, which decided the Liga, was the venue
chosen to corroborate the effectiveness of the
AG-3DP1 in the 3D broadcasting of major live
events.
After an initial joint venture on Roland Garros 2011,
Panasonic and Kronomav decided to adapt this twin-lens
camcorder for a live broadcast application; an area where
Kronomav offers an advanced solution named IN3D.
"We have been working hard over the last year with
Panasonic to implement AG-3DP1 into our 3D Live and
integrate it into our workflow, thanks to its versatility, high
zoom range and stereoscopic possibilities," says Ramon
Dolz, Kronomav Technical Director. "The outcome has been
really good."

A successful combination for
live 3D
In live sports broadcasting, multiple camera positions are
needed, with different requirements and configurations, in
order to offer the spectators a variety of viewpoints. This
applies to both 2D and 3D. However, conventional 3D
systems (rigs) require complex assemblies for each camera
position. Typically, it consists of two broadcast cameras
mounted side by side or perpendicularly through a mirror. In
any case, external recorders are required. The result is a
system that needs to be adjusted carefully to ensure left and
right images are perfectly aligned.
The new Panasonic 3D camcorder integrates two lenses, the
camera and a dual memory card recorder into a single
compact, lightweight body. We chose 3DP1 because, as well
as being versatile and easy to move, is has the most
powerful zoom range (17x) among cameras of this category",
says Ramon Dolz. During the football match between FC
Barcelona and Real Madrid on 21st April, the 3DP1 camera
was positioned next to one of the goals, alongside a 3D rig
with 40x zoom lenses. „In order to shoot goal area images,
an interaxial distance such as the AG-3DP1 can provide was
needed. It allowed shooting of the goal area, the corner kick,
the goals and even the spectators in the front rows.
However, in order to shoot scenes at 50 or 60 meters, such
as

coaches and referees, a side-by-side rig with large interaxial
and 40x zoom lenses was used. We concluded that the range
of effectiveness of 3DP1 reaches 25m", says Dolz
(Kronomav).
With regard to 3D live broadcasting of big sports events,
"Limited space, the need to be always prepared of a change
in the camera view, a high rate of flexibility as well as fast,
easy and quick operation are the main requirements. All of
these topics and requirements are combined in the AG3DP1", says Markus Naegele, Panasonic 3D Professional
Product Manager.
Only the AG-3DP1 has the versatility to replace a half-mirror
3D rig. "The AG-3DP1 combines the user-friendliness of the
AG-3DA1 with outstanding High-Quality Images, High
Sensitivity, Powerful Zooming and Multi-Camera Versatility.
The benefits in quick setup, adjustment and handling ke a 2D
Cam shows the benefit and success", says Naegele. Both
acquisition and recording are based on two Full HD signals
(1920x1080), recording in 4:2:2 10bit AVC-Intra codec on
reliable P2 cards.
The challenge is not only shooting perfect images, but to
deliver fully 3D-processed, live signals. In Kronomav's 3D
Live system, camera signals are processed in real time in the
OB Van, thanks to an Image Processing Software (SIP)
developed by Kronomav. In order to produce natural 3D
images, the convergence point (where left and right optical
axes converge) must be constantly adjusted to the main
point of interest, in the same way as human eyes. The
convergence point depends on the proximity of the objects
being viewed. The more zoom that is required; the more
complex is the convergence adjustment. The new Panasonic
3D camcorder adopts a twin lens system with convergence
control, which may be local or remote. Kronomav has
developed a convergence remote control suitable for 3DP1,
which works over Ethernet. "In real time, the stereographer
was able to set camera convergence to the point of interest.
Since zoom and focus disparities were already resolved by
AG-3DP1, it was easier for Kronomav to concentrate just on
stereoscopic parameters from the OB Van", says Ramon
Dolz.
The rhythm of a football match TV production is quite high,
much higher than tennis or a music concert. In this sense,
the TV producer does not distinguish between 2D and 3D, and
all he needs is agility. Similarly, the camera operator
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could be a conventional 2D operator, who does not need to
know nothing about stereoscopy, since the 3D settings are
remotely performed on the OB Van. The camera operator just
has zoom and focus controllers on the tripod, and the
viewfinder just shows the left image. In this scenario, the AG3DP1 successfully performed its first football experience
thanks to the dynamic convergence control developed by
Kronomav. Neither rain nor a temporary drop in the data
network prevented a successful 3D broadcast. Kronomav and
Panasonic have created new possibilities and applications
for its 3D products thanks to a combination of both
technologies. In Markus Naegele's words, "The mix up
between AG-3DP1 and 3D rig systems was one of the major
challenges for the event. With Kronomavs solution, we
combined both systems (3D rig and AG-3DP1) into one
working solution. During live broadcasting, there was no
difference in working with the 3D-Rigs or the AG-3DP1.
Together with Kronomav, we established new possibilities
and applications of our 3D Products as well as an improved
workflow with many new benefits in operation and
flexibility".

Coming next: London 2012
Olympic Games
Major live events, like sports or music concerts, are indeed
the most appropriate situations for 3D production. In this
sense, Panasonic Corporation, the Official Worldwide
Olympic Partner in the Audio and Visual Equipment category,
the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and Olympic
Broadcasting Services (OBS) announced their partnership
agreement to make the London 2012 Olympic Games the first
ever 3D Olympics Games. The partnership will produce the
first HD 3D live broadcast of Olympic history, and will allow
audiences around the globe to witness the world's greatest
sporting event in 3D. Undoubtedly, the Panasonic AG-3DP1
camera will be in London to shoot the highlights in Full HD
3D.

